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Features:

• Easily repositionable as needed 

• Provides horizontal (landscape) or 
vertical (portrait) device storage

• Slotted pass-throughs on left and right 
for charging cords 

• Accommodates devices up to 1.1 inches 
thick and up to 7 pounds*

• Thermoplastic coating protects against scratching

Magnetic Tablet/Laptop Dock
Versatile Uses | Mount Anywhere

Flexible, secure storage for electronic devices

Store a tablet or laptop inside our wall-mounted workstations 
and storage cabinets without worry of shifting or falling when 
not in use. By simply repositioning the left and right magnetic 
holders, the dock can securely accommodate different sized 
electronic devices or other items like a clipboard or ring 
binder. With our magnetic dock, you‘re never locked into a 
single use, type of storage, or specific placement.

60020-01

As today’s EHR workflows require efficient access to electronic 
devices, this magnetic tablet/laptop dock is designed to  
complement our wall-mounted workstations and storage cabinets. 
Position the left and right magnetic holders inside where you wish 
to accommodate devices of different sizes (phone, tablet, or  
laptop) or other essential items like a clipboard or ring binder. 

Convenient slots on the left and right holders allow cords to 
remain connected, powering and charging devices. Crafted of 
high-quality steel with a durable thermoplastic coating to prevent 
scratches, the dock can accommodate items up to 1.1" thick and 
support a maximum capacity of seven pounds.*

Not recommended for round or odd-shaped objects. *When mounted to a smooth steel plate, 18 gauge or thicker. 
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For more information:
800.782.1524 / carepodsales@carstens.com
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3.7"

Product Dimensions L2.1" ×W1.7" ×H3.7"

Product Weight 0.09 lbs

Shipping Dimensions L6" ×W5" ×H5"

Shipping Weight 1 lb

Weight Capacity 7 lbs*

Storage Capacity Items up to 1.1" thick

Finish Durable, anti-abrasion, BPA-free  
thermoplastic

Material 20 gauge steel with ceramic magnet

Warranty 1-year limited

Storage Ideas Phones, tablets, laptops, clipboards, 
ring binders, and more

Not recommended for round or odd-shaped objects.

*When mounted to a smooth steel plate, 18 gauge or thicker. 

2.1"

Front Landscape orientation

Portrait orientation

Cord slots 
allow devices 
to remain 
connected

L-R pair holds 
up to 7 lbs*

Postion left and right holders 
farther or closer apart to 

accomdate various devices

Side

Back 1.7"

Our magnetic tablet/laptop dock is designed to withstand 
heavy everyday use, cleaning, and disinfection.  
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Click to buy now from Carstens.com

Magnetic Tablet/Laptop Dock
Versatile uses | Flexible placement
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